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Interface
Acquire provides a unique window into flow computers and the metering systems that they control, giving local and remote users easy 
access to a wealth of fiscal measurement data.

The intuitive interface centres around the interactive P&ID, providing a real time graphical representation of the system’s operating status. 
From here, users can delve into all aspects of the system to view historical data, proves, batches, alarms, audit trails and reports in 
unprecedented levels of detail. Users with the correct access privileges can also alter set points, manage batches and proves, or control 
valves and other plant instrumentation. All alarms, set point changes and other events are recorded with timestamp and operator details 
in a chronological system wide audit trail.

Data and reports generated by the flow computer are archived by Acquire as soon as they become available, creating a complete metering 
history of the system that far exceeds the limited storage offered by the flow computer. This archive gives users visibility to the data that 
they require whilst meeting the requirements for traceability and accountability demanded by today’s measurement standards.

Introduction
Traditionally, metering systems have relied heavily on custom programming by software engineers. This approach is time consuming, 
expensive and high risk, often leading to the development of standalone systems that are restricted to the control room and difficult to 
test, deploy and maintain despite their limited feature set.

Acquire is an innovative, purpose-built metering HMI designed to produce a state-of-the-art solution straight out of the box. Acquire 
provides a wealth of metering based functions – including P&IDs, real time data, alarms, audit trail, historical charting, meter proving, 
batching and reporting – in a high quality, reliable, easy to use and secure environment.  

Acquire is highly scalable and can communicate with one or more flow computers across multiple measurement stations. It can be deployed 
as a standalone solution on a local server or a multi-user solution on a corporate intranet or the Internet, providing authorized users with 
real time access to the system from wherever they are in the world. Metering data can also be sent to other systems via Modbus and OPC 
or integrated with Ambrit’s Profile™ hub to form a centralized corporate metering reporting solution.

Configuration
Acquire offers unparalleled native support for the world’s leading flow computers, interrogating connected devices to automatically build 
the HMI to reflect their setup in a matter of minutes. Once this auto setup is complete, every aspect of the HMI can be customized 

by the system integrator, using Acquire’s intuitive drag and drop interface 
to accurately represent the system. Instruments can be added to the P&ID 
by dropping them into position; any field from the flow computer can be 
selected to appear on a screen or chart; and high quality reports spanning 
multiple flow computers can be composed using the built-in editors.

The system can be extended to communicate with any Modbus capable 
flow computer, PLC or RTU to enable control of plant instrumentation such 
as valves, gas chromatographs, tanks and samplers etc. Real time data can 
also be sent via Modbus or OPC to higher level systems.

Acquire can be configured to support redundancy at many different levels, 
including duty / standby flow computers, multiple network connections 
and redundant servers. Acquire will automatically switch to use the backup 
system if any component fails and can backfill from the flow computer at 
any point to ensure that metering data is never lost.
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Proving
Acquire controls the entire prove sequence in the flow computer, 
presenting the prover status graphically on the P&ID and managing 
the meter factor. The final prove results, meter factor and prove 
report for every completed prove are recorded in the database 
to create a full prove history for the system. This prove data is 
also used to plot control charts to illustrate how the meters are 
performing.

Batching
Acquire also streamlines the whole batching process, scheduling 
and choreographing batches across all flow computers and 
providing a real time view of the current batch. The flow computer 
generated batch results and batch report for each completed batch 
are automatically collected and stored in the database from where 
they can be viewed, exported to other systems as a CSV file or to 
FlowCal as a CFX file.

Real time data
Values from the flow computer can be viewed in 
real time. Changes made to limits and set points 
are updated immediately.

Reports
Flow computer generated reports and custom 
PDF reports can be archived, printed or emailed to 
interested parties automatically.

Sidebar detail
Selecting a device on the P&ID 
displays data from associated fields 
and a 10 minute chart snapshot in 
the sidebar.

Dynamic P&ID
Graphical representation of the 
process with instruments, measured 
and calculated values updated in 
real time.

Active alarm dock
Color-coded tabs appear when 
alarms are triggered by the flow 
computer.

Charting
Historical data from any flow 
computer field can be displayed as 
a chart.

Advanced metering functions
Acquire can be extended to manage the entire 
proving and batching process across multiple flow 
computers.

Navigation bar
Easy access to data from stream 
instrumentation, proves, batches, 
alarms, audit trail and reports.

Animated graphics
Real time updates display active 
meter runs, valve states, blocked 
filters, prove status, DP cell ranges 
etc.



Acquire™ is a revolutionary metering HMI application that takes 
measurement control systems to the next level in terms of setup, 
features, connectivity and ease of use. Acquire builds powerful 
HMI solutions to solve real world metering problems without any 
technical risk.

A new approach to HMI design and the latest Internet technology combine 
to take metering data beyond the confines of the control room, providing 
operators, technicians, metering engineers and other remote users with 
secure access to a rich set of real time and historical measurement data from 
wherever they are in the world. 

The high quality interface provides easy access to P&IDs, data screens, 
charts, alarms and audit trails plus a host of advanced metering features 
such as reporting, batching, proving and redundancy. The entire Acquire 
feature set is available out of the box, removing the arduous development 
and testing cycles of the traditional custom engineering approach and 
keeping the cost of ownership to a minimum.

With unprecedented support for industry standard flow computers, Acquire 
can automatically generate an HMI based on the setup of an Omni 3000 
/ 6000 or FloBoss S600 / S600+. From this starting point, the HMI can be 
customized using intuitive drag and drop editing tools to reflect the exact 
setup of the metering system.

Acquire is versatile and highly scalable, offering a cost-effective solution to 
any metering application. It can monitor a single stream or be scaled up to 
manage large, multiple multi-run metering stations with full redundancy.

Advanced connectivity is at the heart of Acquire, enabling it to function as 
the hub of any measurement system. The system can be extended to include 
any Modbus based PLC to provide control of valves, gas chromatographs, 
tanks, samplers and other plant instrumentation or configured to pass 
measurement data via Modbus or OPC to higher level systems. It can also 
be used in conjunction with Ambrit’s Profile™ to centralize reporting across 
multiple metering stations.

Acquire is powered by Ambrit’s Webspring™, providing a proven technology 
foundation for this leading edge measurement and control supervisory 
system. 
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Features
• Interactive P&ID mimic diagrams
• Real time process data
• Historical charting
• Audit trail
• Historical alarm log
• Latest alarms dock
• Meter proving with control charts
• Batch reporting and scheduling
• Multiple stations
• Multilingual

Reports
• Flow computer reports
• Tabular reports
• Styled reports
• Report archive
• Reports sent by email 

Redundancy
• Duty / standby flow computers
• Redundant servers
• Redundant networking
• Redundant workstations

Communications 
• Native support for Omni 3000 / 6000
• Native support for FloBoss S600 / S600+
• Support for any Modbus based flow computer,
   RTU or PLC
• Modbus TCP / serial
• Modbus Server
• OPC Server
• Optimized polling of RTUs 
• Integration with Profile™

Web Based 
• Access via intranet or Internet
• Browser access using Internet Explorer® /
   Chrome™ / Firefox® / Safari®
• Dynamic page refreshing
• Low bandwidth communications

Secure
• Integrated 256 bit SSL encryption
• Digest authentication for secure password control
• Individual user access privileges
• RTUs isolated from network

Rapid Deployment 
• Simple installation and setup
• Automatic configuration
• WYSIWYG editors with drag and drop interface
• No custom programming required
• Scalable solution

Further information on Acquire™ is available 
on Ambrit’s web site:

www.ambrit.com/acquire

Microsoft®, Windows® &  Internet Explorer® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.
Firefox® is a registered trademark of the Mozilla Foundation.

Chrome™ is a trademark of Google Inc.
Safari® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.  
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